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Agenda
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• Introductions	

•Why	an	evolving	view?	

•Concerns	as	of	today	
•Being	ready	for	what	next	
•Staying	the	course	on	what	is	best	for	
students		

•Generating	leads	and	applications	
•Reallocating	budget	and	strategy	

•Solution	for	effective	communication	

•Summary,	Q	&	A

Feel	free	to	submit	questions!		
Questions	will	be	addressed	as	
time	permits.?
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Why	an	Evolving	View	is	Needed
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Going	into	Fall	2020
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What	will	college	fairs	look	like?	

Can	my	recruiters	travel?	

Will	high	schools	allow	colleges	to	visit?	

Will	high	schools	have	students	on	site?	

How	can	I	maximize	virtual	college	fairs?		

How	will	my	team	build	and	maintain	relationships	with	prospective	students?	
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Concerns	Today	-	That	May	Evolve	Tomorrow
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• Being	prepared	for	“what	next?”	

• Staying	the	course	on	what	is	best	for	students.		

• Generating	leads	and	applications	for	2021	and	beyond.	

• Budget	reallocation	for	an	evolving	strategy.
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Be	Prepared	for	“What	Next?”
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Staying	Focused	on	What	is	Best	for	Students
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Lead	and	Application	Generation
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Reallocating	Budget	to	an	Evolving	Strategy
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Chronicle	of	Higher	Education,	April	2020
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MSOE	Omni-Channel	Communication

Campaign	Management	&	Analytics

Dynamic	Form Personalized	
Microsite

Auto	Responder

Email	Nurture

Other	Lead		
Sources

CAREER SERVICES & INTERNSHIPS
Career Services at MSOE makes sure you have access to 
employment opportunities upon graduation. Results? Our graduate 
outcomes rate is 95 percent, with the average starting salary close 
to $61K!

Get more at MSOE.
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
MSOE has more than 90 official student organizations including 
government, Greek life, honor societies, professional, club sports, 
religious, special interest and service. If you can’t find one that 
suits your interests, you’re welcome to start your own!

RESIDENCE HALLS
Living on campus is great way to meet new people, experience 
Milwaukee events, and have the convenience of all campus 
amenities nearby. Nearly all freshmen and sophomores live on 
campus in one of our residence halls. 

I’m really excited that you want to learn more about MSOE. This 
brochure will provide you with a lot of valuable information, but I 
also encourage you to engage with our campus to really see what 
MSOE is all about. We offer a variety of campus visit opportunities, 
including Open Houses, Senior Visit Days, and Personal Visits. 
Once you are accepted to MSOE you are encouraged to attend 
an Accepted Student Day for an exclusive look at your intended 
academic program, campus life, your next 
steps in the admission process, and your 
future classmates.

Can’t make it to campus? No problem! 
Connect with MSOE on social media to 
get updates on the admissions process, 
opportunities for scholarships, highlights of 
the university, life on campus, information 
about our academic programs and more!

I look forward to seeing you around campus 
soon!

Emma,

Mark Anderson
Director of International 
Programs & Services
andersonm@msoe.edu
(800) 332-6763

Here are some other things they like:
• Small class sizes—the average is 21 at MSOE
• Direct entry into their program of choice—no waiting lists!
• High graduation outcomes rates and starting salaries
• Expert professors with years of industry experience
• MSOE has more laboratories than classrooms

MSOE offers guaranteed graduation in four years if students start and 
stay on their curriculum track! MSOE also guarantees that graduates may 
refresh their knowledge by repeating any undergraduate course they took 
at MSOE, at no cost, within three years of graduation.

Students at MSOE enjoy academic challenge and reward, as well as the 
excitement of being located in a popular, vibrant Milwaukee neighborhood. 

The Guarantee

Get started today! Visit your personal microsite to learn more:

start.MSOE.edu/EmmaBurton

LABORATORIES & RESEARCH
All students at MSOE have one thing in common: they practice 
textbook theory in real-life, state-of-the-art laboratories. In fact, 
understanding theoretical concepts and knowing how to apply them 
is key to the success of MSOE graduates. Employers consistently 
remark that MSOE graduates “hit the ground running,” and that’s 
thanks in large part to extensive laboratory experimentation. 

STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES
Getting help when you need it is always key. MSOE offers a wide 
variety of services to assist you on your educational journey–and 
beyond–including tutoring, career counseling, public safety and  
wellness.  

STUDY ABROAD
We believe in the transformational power of the international 
learning experience. That’s why we make sure all students have 
the opportunity to study abroad. We offer short-term and year-long 
options and will work closely with you to find the best fit for your 
academic goals.

Software Engineering
Software engineering is the application of engineering concepts, techniques 
and methods to develop software systems. At MSOE, software engineering 
students get a well-rounded education in software development theory, 
practice and processes. Software engineering is based on computer science, 
in the same way that other engineering disciplines are based on physical 
or life sciences. However, it emphasizes process, design, measurement, 
analysis and verification, providing a strong foundation in engineering 
principles and practices as applied to software development. Accredited by 
the Engineering Accreditation Commission of ABET.

93% Graduate Outcomes Rate

66KStarting Salary

MSOE Alumni
Get Hired
• Amazon
• Aurora Healthcare
• Google
• Harley-Davidson
• Hunzinger Construction Co.
• Johnson Controls, Inc.
• Tesla

Joshua

Learn inside tips from current MSOE students

Chat with classmates—and maybe even your future roommate
Get a head-start on planning your room

JOIN THE
CONVERSATION

START.MSOE.EDU/JOSHUAAMES88

THE  PRIVATE SOCIAL NETWORK   
E X C L U S I V E L Y  F O R

MSOE ACCEPTED STUDENTS

Yes! Let's see

  if we can room
  

    together! Are you living 
on campus?

Join The Raider Room at the address below:

I wonder if 
anyone else is from 

Terra Bella.

CONNECT WITH YOUR CLASSMATES!

Joshua,

Joshua–

THE  PRIVATE SOCIAL NETWORK  EXCLUSIVELY FOR MSOE ACCEPTED STUDENTS.

103978 MSOE PSN V2

Joshua Ames
10008 Road 256
Terra Bella, CA 93270-9731
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Variable	
emails

Text	Nurture

*********AUTO**SCH 3-DIGIT 125TEST
Amber Coker
208 West Main Street
Worthington, IN 47471
DDDDAAAADDDDAAAADDDDAAAADDDDAAAADDDDAAAADDDDAAAADDDDAAAADDDDAAAAD

Milwaukee School of Engineering
1025 N Broadway
Milwaukee, WI 53202
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Get started today! Visit your personal microsite to learn more:

start.MSOE.edu/AmberCoker

MSOE MYBROCHURE V7
Major: Electrical Engineering
Major Layer: Electrical Engineering

SENIOR/JUNIOR VISIT DAYS
Senior/Junior Visit Days provide important information to students as it 
pertains to their current academic year. The day consists of an admissions 
presentation, student-guided campus tours, and lunch with admissions 
counselors and current students.

Register for an Open House or Visit Day on your personal microsite:

OPEN HOUSES
MSOE Open House’s are an opportunity to learn about the admission 
process, take a walking tour of the campus, interact with current 
students and discover our many student organizations. At the end of 
the day, delve deeper into the academic program that interests you by 
meeting with faculty who know it best.

Amber, come visit MSOE!

Amber,
Experience the MSOE advantage first 
hand, schedule a campus visit today!

Start.MSOE.edu/AmberCoker

Amber,
GET STARTED ON YOUR DEGREE WITH MSOE!

start.MSOE.edu/AmberCoker

*********AUTO**SCH 3-DIGIT 125TEST
Emma Burton
306 main street
poughkeepsie, NY 12601
DDDDAAAADDDDAAAADDDDAAAADDDDAAAADDDDAAAADDDDAAAADDDDAAAADDDDAAAAD

103795 MSOE VB EDITS V5
Major: Software Engineering
Major Layer: Software Engineering
Sport: 
Sport Layer: I prefer to be a fan!

Milwaukee School of Engineering
1025 North Broadway
Milwaukee, WI 53202

Get started today! Visit your personal microsite to learn more:

SENIOR/JUNIOR VISIT DAYS

Senior/Junior Visit Days are for students looking 
for important steps and information relevant to 
their current academic year. The day consists of an 
admissions presentation, student-guided campus 
tours, and lunch with admission counselors and 
current students.

OPEN HOUSES

MSOE’s Open House is an opportunity to learn about the admission 
process, take a walking tour of the campus and interact with students, 
faculty and organizations. The day ends with a focus on the major of your 
choice, led by our dedicated faculty. 

The best way to learn more about 
MSOE is to visit the campus in person. 
Sign up for Open House and Visit Days 
at your personal website below: 
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Emma,

Emma, come visit MSOE!

start.MSOE.edu/EmmaBurton

Let’s get started on your degree in 
Software Engineering!

Milwaukee School of Engineering
1025 N Broadway Street
Milwaukee, WI 53202

103697 MSOE DTA Brochure V5
Major: BioMolecular Engineering
Majortext: BioMolecular Engineering
MajorSchool: Engineering

start.MSOE.edu/AndyLieu73
Get started today! Visit your personal microsite to apply online:

What’s Inside?
• Your personal application checklist
• Application next steps
• Financial aid information

NOW IS THE TIME TO APPLY, ANDY!

*********AUTO**SCH 3-DIGIT 125TEST
Andy Lieu
7332 N Lowell
Lincolnwood, IL 60712
DDDDAAAADDDDAAAADDDDAAAADDDDAAAADDDDAAAADDDDAAAADDDDAAAADDDDAAAAD
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Andy,
Get a head start on your success.
YOU’RE A PREFERRED CANDIDATE!

Milwaukee School of Engineering

OPPORTUNITY GRANT

$1,000
PRE-AWARD • GUARANTEED 

SEE INSIDE FOR DETAILS

Student	Call
Drive	To	Apply

Personalized	Viewbook

Private	Social	Network

Personalized	Jr.	Brochure

Emma, join us for an Open House!
April 27, 2019

Event	Outreach

Other	Lead		
Sources

Events

Other	Lead		
Sources

Search

Hi Richard,

Welcome to MSOE University, where you will learn, live, grow and succeed! Our 
entire community is strongly committed to the development of each student as a 
person, to prepare you for both work and life.
MSOE is the ideal choice for ambitious students who want personal and 
professional success in many engineering specialties such as civil, electrical 
engineering, industrial engineering and mechanical engineering. Our job 
placement rate of 97% rivals any top-rated university, and U.S. News and World 
Report ranked MSOE 10th in the nation in its Best Undergraduate Engineering 
Program category! Aside from our 97% placement rate, MSOE graduates report 
an average starting salary of $60,146.
Our diverse student body is made up of determined students who are interested 
in making the most of every opportunity. You bring the motivation, we’ll bring the 
challenge. Make MSOE your gateway to a career in Engineering.

At MSOE University, you will have access to:
• Exciting undergraduate programs in engineering
• Direct admission into your major
• State-of-the-art laboratories
• A variety of NCAA Division III athletic teams
• A vibrant on-campus community
• More than 70 official clubs and organizations
• Small class sizes averaging 21 students
• Professors who are industry experts and leaders

Log on to your personal site now, tell us a bit about yourself, and discover the 
advantages of attending MSOE:
Start.MSOE.edu/RichardDipaolo 

We look forward to hearing from you, Richard!

Richard, at MSOE University, you can look forward to a 97% job placement rate, an 
average starting salary of $60,146 and an amazing career in engineering.

Chao Chang-Xiong, Admission Counselor
(414) 277-2211
chang@msoe.edu

start.MSOE.edu/RichardDipaolo

Richard Dipaolo
6004 Colony Ct
Lockport, NY 14094
FTDATFDAAAAAFTAADTTTAFFTADTTTDFFTTATDFATTFAFFDAAFFAAAFTFTATFFFFFF
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Engineering Program Nationwide10thBest Undergraduate 
U.S. News & World Report
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Engineering Program Nationwide10thBest Undergraduate 
U.S. News & World Report

Digital	
Marketing

Website	Inquiry	
Links	

Website	Inquiry	
Links	

All	the	ways	you		
generate		
inquiries…

Events
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You	Just	Lost	a	Channel:	In-Person	
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https://www.olsenmetrix.com/multi-channel-marketing-delivers-better-roi 

https://www.salesgenie.com/multi-channel-marketing-campaigns/ 

Five-channel	
campaigns	

outperform	singles	by

35%	

increase	in	return	
on	investment

300% increase	when	
you	add	just	one	
more	channel

15%	

24%	
increase	in	
conversions

https://www.olsenmetrix.com/multi-channel-marketing-delivers-better-roi
https://www.olsenmetrix.com/multi-channel-marketing-delivers-better-roi
https://www.salesgenie.com/multi-channel-marketing-campaigns/
https://www.salesgenie.com/multi-channel-marketing-campaigns/
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Print	is	More	Than	a	Postcard
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Examples	of	different	sizes	
and	shapes	of	mail	pieces.	
Make	it	hard	to	ignore	-	
stands	out.
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Relevant	Print	Pieces	Increase	Response

Level	of	Personalization		
for	Direct	Mail	
- Integration	of	direct	mail	efforts	with	
marketing	technology	is	a	clear	driver	
of	the	ability	to	personalize	direct	mail	
pieces.

www.demandmetric.com

http://www.demandmetric.com
http://www.demandmetric.com
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The	Complete	Liaison	Solution

+CRM	
Connect	and	engage		
with	personalized		

marketing

Marketing	
Platform	

Automated,	targeted	
marketing	to	identify	key	

audiences

Campaign	
Creative	

Create	targeted	messaging	
every	stage	of	the	process

SOFTWARE

SERVICES

Implementation		
&	Support	

Maximize	your	solution	
through	client	support

Campaign	
Deployment	
Produce	targeted,	print,	
email,	text	&	digital	

campaigns
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Strategy	&	
Consultation	
Funnel	analysis,	list	buy,	
predictive	modeling	&	

more
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Thank	You!	
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Create	Your	Own	Free	Personalized	Poster
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What	a	year!	Show	your	inner	
superhero	and	see	how	variable	

print	on	demand	works.

http://marketsmarter.liaisonedu.com/nacacposter	

http://marketsmarter.liaisonedu.com/nacacposter
http://marketsmarter.liaisonedu.com/nacacposter

